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Abstract (250 words)

Background: Phagocytes kill ingested microbes by exposure them to high concentrations of toxic reactive species generated by NADPH-oxidases. This membrane-bound electron-transferring enzyme is tightly regulated by cellular signalling cascades. So far, molecular and biophysical studies of the NADPH-oxidase were performed over limited temperatures ranges, which weaken our understanding of immune response or inflammatory events. In this work, we have inspected the influence of temperature and lipid membrane properties on the NADPH-oxidase activity using a system free of cell complexity.

Methods: We have extended the experimental conditions of the accepted model for NADPH-oxidase activity, the so-called cell-free assay, to a large temperature range (10–40 °C) using different membrane compositions (subcellular compartments or liposomes).

Results: A remarkable increase of superoxide production rate was observed with rising temperature. Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism data showed that this is not correlated with protein secondary structure changes. When lipid bilayers are in fluid phase, Arrhenius plots of the oxidase activity showed linear relationships with small activation energy (Ea), while when in solid phase, high Ea was found. The sterol content modulates kinetic and thermodynamic parameters.

Conclusion: High temperature promotes the rate of superoxide production. The key element of this enhancement is related to membrane properties such as thickness and viscosity and not to protein structural changes. Membrane viscosity that can be driven by sterols is a paramount parameter of Ea of NADPH oxidase activity. The membrane bilayer state modulated by its sterols content may be considered locally as an enzyme regulator.
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Highlights

- High temperatures promote high production rates of superoxide anions
- Production of reactive oxygen species is closely related to bilayer composition and membrane thickness
- Oxidase activation energy is correlated to the bilayer fluidity
- Sterols are negative regulators of NADPH oxidase activity
1. Introduction

Inflammation is a normal host defense mechanism which protects the host from infection through pathogen killing. This inflammatory response is well regulated in order to protect the host against excessive damage and is accompanied by an increase in body temperature (hyperthermia). Normal body temperature generally does not exceed 37.9 °C. Many causes of fever can be encountered (tumor, rheumatic disorders, granulomatous diseases …) but infections are the most frequent causes of a brief fever which corresponds to an elevation of the body temperature above 38.2 °C. Neutrophils are one of the first phagocyte cells which are sought to fight pathogens by using its efficient enzymatic and killing machinery, which include the NADPH oxidase complex. In phagocyte cells, the NADPH oxidase complex converts the chemical reducing equivalent of NADPH into superoxide anions (O$_2^-$) in the intraphagosomal space. The superoxide anion is the precursor of the so-called Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) which serve as microbicidal weapons. The physiological importance of the phagocyte NADPH oxidase is evidenced by an immunodeficiency disease called chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), in which defective microorganism killing entails recurrent and severe infections (reviewed in [1]). Studies over the last decade revealed homologs of phagocyte NADPH oxidases forming the NOX family [2, 3], which enlarged considerably the number of its physiological functions (inflammatory response, post-translational proteins processing, inter- and intra-cellular signaling, regulation of endothelial function, regulation of gene expression and cell differentiation…).

The phagocyte NADPH oxidase complex is a multicomponent enzyme constituted of the membrane flavocytochrome $b_{558}$ (Cyt$b_{558}$) which is a heterodimer of Nox2 (also referred as gp91$^{phox}$) and p22$^{phox}$, and at least four cytosolic proteins, p47$^{phox}$, p67$^{phox}$, p40$^{phox}$ and GTP-binding protein Rac1/2 (reviewed in [4, 5]). Localized in the Nox2 protein, one flavin and two hemes serve as redox intermediates for transmembrane electron transfers from NADPH to molecular oxygens in order to generate O$_2^-$. When phagocytes are exposed to pathogens or inflammatory mediators, the NADPH oxidase is activated. Its activation encompasses the assembly of the cytosolic proteins to the Cyt$b_{558}$ catalytic core. This assembly is finely controlled spatially and temporally by cell signaling processes. This spatio-temporal regulation, which remains unclear, can be different depending on the cellular localization of the enzyme. The primordial elements of this machinery are lipid-protein and protein-protein interactions (reviewed in [5-8]). Several events are triggered by phosphorylation events [9-
14], others by secondary messengers such as cis-arachidonic acid [15-18]. Recently, we have reported that, in vitro, the substitution of cis- by trans-arachidonic acid (currently observed when fatty acids are isomerized by free radicals) inhibits NADPH oxidase activity [19].

Although the importance of the lipid metabolism was evidenced, the regulator role of the lipid membrane properties remains unclear. Neutrophil plasma membranes are mainly composed by phospholipids, phosphatidylcholine (40-50 %) being the most abundant phospholipid in neutrophils (PE, PI and PS being about 30 %, 5-9 % and 10 %, respectively) [20]. Also phospholipid composition changes during neutrophil activation and phagocyte formation have been shown to be important modulators of NADPH oxidase activity by helping and maintaining the recruitment of the cytosolic proteins to the membrane [21-24]. Additionally in various cell types, NADPH oxidase has been identified in caveolae and lipid rafts [25]. Raft domains adopt a liquid ordered phase formed by tightly packed cholesterol and sphingolipids. These microdomains are involved in phagocytosis [26]. It has been reported that disruption of lipid rafts resulted in the downregulation of NADPH oxidase subunits in breast cancer cells [27] and in a compromised superoxide production [28], while lipid rafts have also been shown to maintain NADPH oxidase in an inactive state [29]. We could also observe that sterol-enriched membranes decrease the rate of superoxide anion produced by recombinant NADPH oxidase [30, 31]. This might be explained by different types of lipid raft redox platforms as described in [32]. Insofar, as lipid composition is also of importance in the epidemiology of important human diseases such as atherosclerosis, infectious diseases, Alzheimer’s disease and cancer in which the role of NADPH oxidase has been demonstrated, it is particularly important to identify the correlation between lipid environment and NADPH oxidase activity.

The aim of the present in vitro study was to investigate the involvement of membrane composition and its physical state in the regulation of NADPH oxidase superoxide production. For this purpose the NADPH oxidase was reconstituted in the valuable recombinant cell-free assay system using the recombinant Cytb558 heterologous expressed in yeast Pichia pastoris cells [33]. In this paper, its activity was explored in function of the membrane lipid composition and physic state. Both were controlled chemically and thermodynamically in order to learn if these two events were linked. The aim was to demonstrate an eventual direct relationship between superoxide production rates and membrane properties.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Superoxide dismutase (SOD), cytochrome c (Cyt c), phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), dodecyl maltoside (DDM), methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD), ergosterol, cholesterol and arachidonic acid were purchased from Sigma (Saint Quentin Fallavier, France). Reduced β-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) was purchased from Acros Organics (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

2.2. Heterologous cytochrome b_{558} expression in Pichia pastoris

Recombinant P. pastoris SMD1168 strain (his4 pep4) transformed with the pAO81 plasmid containing the entire expression cassette with the gp91^{phox} and p22^{phox} sequences described elsewhere [33] were grown overnight in BMGY media (1 % yeast extract, 2 % peptone, 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 6.0, 1.34 % yeast nitrogen base, 4x10^{-5} % biotin, 1 % glycerol) supplemented with 0.05 mg/ml ampicillin. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation (10 min at 550 x g) and resuspended in BMMY medium (similar to BMGY but glycerol was substituted by 1 % methanol) supplemented with ampicillin at an OD_{600nm}= 1.0. Cells were grown in baffled culture flasks at 30 °C with shaking at 200 rpm. Methanol (1 %, v/v final concentration) was supplied every 24 h to maintain the expression induction. 72 h after induction, cells were harvested by centrifugation and stored at -80 °C.

2.3. Yeast subcellular Fractioning

P. pastoris membrane fraction was obtained as previously described [30]. Briefly, cell pellets from a 72 h yeast culture were thawed and resuspended in cell breaking buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM EDTA and 5% glycerol. All steps were carried out at 4 °C. Cells were lysed by alternating 30 s vortexing followed by cooling period (1 min 30 s) on ice bath during 20 min. The lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 500 x g for 10 min at 4 °C. The total membrane fractions were collected by centrifugation at 130,000 x g for 90 min and resuspended in 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 120 mM NaCl, 10 % glycerol, 1 mM PMSF. After membrane fractioning on sucrose gradient, the membrane fraction was resuspended in STE 10 % buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA and 10 % sucrose). The protein concentration of each sample was estimated using the Pierce Bicinchoninic acid protein assay with bovine serum albumin as standard. About 6 mg/ml of total membrane proteins were usually obtained. The separation of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and plasma membranes (PM) were performed onto a discontinuous sucrose
gradient (20-60 % sucrose) as described in [30]. For further analysis, the ER and PM fractions were pelleted at 30,000 x g and resuspended in 1 mM EDTA, 30% sucrose, 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0 and stored at -20 °C.

2.4. Ergosterol extraction and insertion

The removal of ergosterol from P. pastoris plasma membranes was obtained as described in [30]. Briefly, the membrane fractions (6 mg of protein/ml) were incubated with 20 mM methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) at 25 °C in a roller shaker for 30 min. After centrifugation at 130,000 x g for 90 min, the membrane pellet was resuspended with the same buffer as mentioned above (1 mM EDTA, 30% sucrose, 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0) and stored at -20 °C.

The insertion of sterols into ER membranes was performed by incubation of the membranes (2 mg/ml of total membrane protein) under low agitation during 30 min at 25 °C with 20 µM of ergosterol or cholesterol, so that the ergosterol/total membrane proteins ratio was kept equal to 0.45 (close to the value described in the literature for plasma membranes [34]).

2.5. Purification of the recombinant Cytb558

The recombinant rCytb558 was solubilized from the total yeast membrane fraction by the non-ionic detergent, n-Dodecyl β-D-maltoside (DDM). Membrane solubilization was achieved at detergent/protein ratio of 3 (w/w) and the mixed solution was incubated at room temperature for 1 hour with gentle agitation. The solubilized rCytb558 was clarified by centrifugation at 130,000 x g for 90 min. The solubilized protein was first loaded onto Heparine Sepharose column equilibrated with 20 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.025 % DDM. The fractions containing the recombinant cytochrome b558 were eluted between 0.3 – 0.4 M NaCl (in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.025 % DDM). The pooled protein was concentrated using Vivaspin filters and further separated using Superdex 200 gel filtration column equilibrated with 20 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0, 120 mM NaCl, and 0.025 % DDM. All purification steps were achieved using an automated Äkta chromatography system (GE Healthcare, Velizy Villacoublay, France). The amount of purified rCytb558 was determined from the dithionite-reduced minus oxidized difference spectra recorded between 400 and 600 nm on a double beam Uvikon 943 spectrophotometer (Kontron Instruments, Milan, Italy). This amount was calculated from the absorbance difference between the peak at 427 nm and the hollow at 411 nm using a millimolar extinction coefficient of Δε_{427-411} = 200 mM⁻¹ cm⁻¹[35].
2.6. Relipidation of rCytb558

A stock solution of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) or 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) from Avanti Polar Lipids was diluted in phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.5) at a concentration of 50 mg/mL, then lipid suspension was shaken in a vortex, and then sonicated. The DDM-solubilized rCytb558 was added to liposomes with a lipid/protein ration of 5:1 (w/w). The resulting micellar protein/lipid/detergent mixture was stirred for 30 min before addition of Bio-Beads SM2 (Biorad, Life Science, Marnes-la-Coquette, France) to remove the detergent [36]. Vesicles formation was followed by absorbance at 400 nm. Bio-Beads were subsequently removed and the solution containing the proteoliposomes (PL) was kept at -20 °C, until use. The DMPC and DOPC PLs were prepared using the same methods, except that the liposome preparation, the reconstitution with the rCytb558 and the elimination of the detergent (DDM) were done at 27°C for DMPC and 21°C for DOPC, i.e. above the lipid phase transition temperature (Tm).

2.7. Cell-free NADPH oxidase activity assay

Enzymatic activity was assayed with the Uvikon 943 spectrophotometer (Kontron Instruments, Milan, Italy). Superoxide anion formation rate was determined from a kinetic assay of the reduction of cytochrome c (Cytc) as described before [37]. The reaction mixture contained 1-5 nM of Cytb558 in yeast membrane fractions (endoplasmic reticulum or plasma membrane) or in proteoliposomes and 200 nM of each purified recombinant cytosolic factors (bovine p67phox, p47phox, and human RacQ61L). The mixture was incubated for 5 min in the presence of optimal arachidonic acid concentration at a temperature ranging between 10 and 40 °C prior to addition of 50 μM Cytc and initiation of the reaction by the addition of 500 μM NADPH. Cytosolic proteins were prepared as described in [38], except that the inductions of p67phox and p47phox expression were done at 25°C. The final volume of the reaction was 500 μl adjusted with the activity assay buffer containing 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA and 120 mM NaCl. The linear portion of the kinetic curves followed at 550 nm, corresponding to Cytc reduction, was used to determine the maximal rates of O2•− production. The amount of superoxide was calculated using a molar absorption coefficient (Δε of the reduced minus oxidized Cytc) of 21 mM−1.cm−1. The rate was expressed in function of of rCytb558 concentration to give a specific activity (kcat). For each condition, three independent experiments were performed. The points indicated on the figures are the mean ± SD of the three rates determined from each experiment. To test the specificity of the Cytc assay for O2•− release, controls were performed in the presence of 50 μg/ml bovine erythrocyte superoxide
dismutase (SOD). Incubation of the mixture reaction was kept at the same temperature as the following experiment in the Peltier-mediated temperature controlled Uvikon optical cell.

2.8. Arrhenius plots of NADPH oxidase activities

The temperature dependences of the NADPH oxidase activities were analyzed in term of thermally activated processes by calculating Arrhenius plots. To build these plots, since the concentration of NADPH was 10 times larger than its $K_m$ [30], we considered that the reaction was zero-order with respect to NADPH. The rate constants at each temperature $k_{\text{cat}}$, were therefore taken equal to the initial rates of formation of $O_2^{•−}$ and adjusted with $rCytb_{558}$ concentration and expressed in moles $O_2^{•−}.s^{-1}.mol$ Cyt$b_{558}^{-1}$. According to the linear expression of the Arrhenius equation, $\ln k_{\text{cat}}$ was plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute assay temperature in Kelvin ($1/T$):

$$k_{\text{cat}} (s^{-1}) = A.e^{E_a/RT}$$

$$\ln k_{\text{cat}} = \ln A - E_a/RT$$

In these equations, $A$ is the pre-exponential factor of the rate constant, $E_a$ is the activation energy and $R$ is the gas constant (8.314 J.mol$^{-1}$.K$^{-1}$). The activation energy ($E_a$) was calculated from the slope of each straight line. According to the units employed, the activation energies were then expressed in kJ/mol.

2.9. Circular dichroism spectroscopy

To maintain the ionic strength (anions, such as fluoride, maintain ionic strength and preserve the structure of recombinant proteins), purified recombinant proteins were dialyzed overnight against 100 mM NaF and buffered with a low concentration of sodium phosphate buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4) using Slide-A-lyzer mini dialysis units [MW 30 K cutoff] (Pierce). For $rCytb_{558}$, the buffer was supplemented with detergent at a concentration of 0.025 % DDM. The dialysate buffer was kept for SRCD baseline. Prior to data collection, the samples were briefly centrifuged at 10 000 x g to remove any protein aggregates.

Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) spectra were collected on the DISCO beamline at the synchrotron SOLEIL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France [39, 40]. All spectra were calibrated for wavelengths and amplitudes with camphor sulphonic acid (CSA). Samples were loaded in CaF$_2$ cells using 25 µl volumes and optical pathlengths of 33 and 50 µm depending on the protein concentrations (between 14-40 µM) [41]. Spectra were measured from 280 to
170 nm, using the mid-height of the HT (high tension) as cut-off at 700 V. Three consecutive scans were recorded and averaged for the samples and the baseline. The averaged baseline was subtracted from the averaged sample spectra and smoothed with 7 points using the Savitsky-Golay algorithm. The temperature scans were performed from 25 to 90 °C with steps of 5 °C and reversibility was verified by heating and cooling. The conformation changes with temperature were described as the following equilibrium:

$$K_{rCytb_{558}} \text{ (folded)} \leftrightarrow rCytb_{558} \text{ (unfolded)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 3)

The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant, K, was analyzed using the Van’t Hoff equation

$$\frac{K_{rCytb_{558}}}{K_{rCytb_{558}}} = \frac{\Delta \alpha}{\alpha^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 4)

Assuming that the enthalpy variation is constant in the temperature range, this expression leads to:

$$\ln(K_{rCytb_{558}}) = -\frac{\Delta H^\circ}{R} + \frac{\Delta S^\circ}{R}$$  \hspace{1cm} (equation 5)

In this expression, $\Delta H^\circ$ and $\Delta S^\circ$ are the enthalpy and the entropy variations related to the equilibrium (equation 3) respectively.

Protein concentrations were reassessed from their absorbance at 280 nm and their calculated absorption coefficient (Expasy ProtParam free software) [42].

SRCD spectra are expressed in delta epsilon units, calculated using mean residue weight of 86,138 Da for $rCytb_{558}$ (considering 767 as the total number of residues for gp91phox and p22phox). The analysis of the CD data has been performed using two algorithms SELCON3 [43] or the recent software BeStSel [44]. Similar behaviors of the secondary structure contents were obtained with both programs. The fitting range was 180-250 nm and no scaling factor has been applied.
3. **Results**

**3.1. Temperature dependence of the NADPH oxidase activity in yeast ER and plasma membranes**

In order to explore how the temperature interferes into the regulation of superoxide anion production rates, cell free assay measurements were carried out over the temperatures range 10-40 °C. The final concentrations of AA needed for maximal activation with ER and PM have been previously optimized and deduced from concentration-response curves that plot the enzyme activity vs the AA concentration [30]. No significant difference of the optimal AA concentration could be identified for ER and PM. Figure 1A shows the temperature dependence of NADPH oxidase specific activity ($k_{cat}$) for both subcellular PM and ER membranes containing rCytb$_{558}$. The superoxide anion production rate constants rise exponentially with temperature reflecting a thermally activated process which was more important in ER than in plasma membranes.

The Arrhenius plots derived from the temperature dependence of $k_{cat}$ according to Equation 2 are displayed in Figure 1B. For the whole temperature range covered by our experiments (10–40 °C), in PM, the Arrhenius plot of NADPH oxidase activity yielded a linear relationship. The apparent activation energy $E_a$ deduced from the slope was of 81.7 ± 14.6 kJ.mol$^{-1}$. Conversely, in ER membrane, the Arrhenius plot displayed a break at the temperature of about 23 ± 2 °C. To determine the activation parameters above and below this temperature, linear regressions were performed on both sides of this temperature. The thermodynamic parameters derived from these plots are shown in Table I. Above 23 °C, the activation energy was found to be of about 73 ± 10 kJ.mol$^{-1}$ close to the value obtained in PM, while below 23 °C, the apparent $E_a$ value is twice larger (166 ± 30 kJ.mol$^{-1}$). The similarity of $E_a$ above 23 °C in ER and in PM suggests that the superoxide production is rate-limited by the same cause. The high activation energy below 23 °C suggests that other limiting steps might be implicated.

**3.2. Comparison of the temperature dependencies in ergosterol or cholesterol-supplemented ER and in sterol-depleted plasma membranes**

To give some explanations to the different thermodynamic behaviors in PM and ER, we varied the sterol contents and performed cell free assays over the same temperature range as above. In eukaryotes, the major sterols found are ergosterol and cholesterol in yeast and mammalian cells, respectively. The structures of cholesterol and ergosterol are similar, except...
that ergosterol contains an additional double bond in the B ring and a double bond between carbons 22-23 (Figure S1). Either in mammals or in yeasts, plasma membranes are enriched in sterols while the content of sterol in ER membranes is rather limited. In S. cerevisae, the ergosterol/proteins ratio (w:w) are known to be about 0.45 % and 0.05 % in PM and ER, respectively [34]. Based on these values, we supplemented ER with either ergosterol or cholesterol in order to reach a similar ratio than in plasma membranes and we carried out cell free assay measurements over the temperature range 10-40 °C. The temperature dependencies of the superoxide anion production for ergosterol- and cholesterol-ER membranes are displayed in Figure 2A. Similar temperature dependencies of NADPH oxidase activity were found albeit slight decreases in the rates of the superoxide anion observed, compared to native ER membranes (Table 1). Interestingly, the Arrhenius plots of ER after addition of either ergosterol or cholesterol displayed no more breaks (Figure 2B). The activation energy (Ea) deduced from the slope was of 88.8 ± 2.5 and 76.3 ± 1.2 kJ.mol⁻¹ with either ergosterol or cholesterol, respectively. The values are now close to the one determined for PM. The introduction of sterols modified the thermodynamic behavior of the oxidase activity in ER bringing evidence of the correlation between the membrane composition and the thermodynamic behavior of the process occurring during the NADPH oxidase turnover.

A complementary experiment was performed by depleting ergosterol from the plasma membrane using a sterol sequestering compound, methyl-β-cyclodextrine (MβCD). As observed in Figure 3A, the ergosterol depleted yeast PM displayed a drastically increased temperature dependence of NADPH oxidase activity. Moreover, the depletion of ergosterol reintroduced unexpectedly a break at about 25 °C in the slope of the Arrhenius plot (Figure 3B). Above 25 °C, the activation energy was of about 75 kJ.mol⁻¹ ± 15 kJ.mol⁻¹, close to the value obtained in PM, while below, the Ea value was 220.8 ± 3 kJ.mol⁻¹.

The presence of such breaks in the Arrhenius plot can be correlated to membrane environment properties that are classically related to lipid phase transition states. We showed that this transition was modulated by the sterol content. Taken as a whole, these results showed that the kinetics parameters of the NADPH oxidase activity are sensitive to the lipid composition.

**3.3. Temperature dependence of SRCD spectra**

No structural data are yet available for the membrane Cytb₅₅₈. The SRCD spectra obtained for the DDM-solubilized recombinant rCytb₅₅₈ as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 4. The SRCD spectra display a positive band peaking at 194 nm, a negative peak near 210 nm and a shoulder around 222 nm. The secondary structure of rCytb₅₅₈ determined from the
analysis of the spectrum by SELCON3 algorithm is composed, at 25 °C, of high amounts of α-helixes (≈ 51 %), low amount of β-sheets (≈ 14 %) and a high percentage of turns and unordered secondary structure (≈ 35 %). The secondary structures needed cautious examination due to possible inaccuracies of membrane protein concentration in detergent micelles. Nevertheless, the high composition in α-helixes was consistent with the putative six transmembrane helices of Nox2 and at least two of p22phox.

We have collected and repeated reproducibly the SRCD spectra in the temperature range 20-90 °C in steps of 5 °C. This set of spectra has been analyzed in terms of secondary structures. The changes in secondary structure composition of DDM-purified rCytb558 as a function of temperature, shown in Figure 5A, are consistent with partial unfolding of helical structures concomitantly with an increase of unordered conformations. This decrease of the helical folded state with temperature can be fitted with a sigmoid curve with a simple two-state unfolding process of helixes. The resulting melting temperature is at 60 °C. This indicated that the unfolding process of helixes and appearance of unordered structures during heating are concerted. The slight increase of the sheet content with temperature occurs with linearity indicating more stable structures. Hence it was possible to establish that rCytb558 was stable without major secondary structure changes between 20-40 °C. The changes in ellipticity as a function of temperature were monitored at characteristic wavelengths: 195, 210 and 222 nm (Figure 5B). The 222 nm-peak reflects the helix content while the 210 nm peak is due to a mixture of sheets and helix content and 195 nm, to a mixture of helixes, sheets and unfolded structures. To determine the thermodynamics of conformational changes we used the Van’t Hoff equation (equation (5)). The enthalpies of unfolding (ΔH) at 195, 210 and 222 nm (Figure 5B) from Van’t Hoff analysis are 8.9, 4.35 and 3.9 kJ mol⁻¹, respectively. The low contribution of helixes, either in energy or in helixes amount, to unfolding could reflect disordering of the smallest membrane p22phox subunit.

From these SRCD experiments we could conclude that the helixes and unordered structures are mainly the elements involved in the thermal transition around 60 °C. The fact that rCytb558 is stable up to 60 °C allowed excluding any major unfolding process in the 20-40 °C temperature range explored in this work.

3.4. Artificial cell-free assay with rCytb558 reconstituted into liposomes

It was previously shown that purified DDM-rCytb558 incorporated into lipid bilayers restored the NADPH oxidase activity lost after detergent solubilization [30, 33]. We further decided to
remove rCytb558 from the yeast membrane environment and to reconstitute it into liposomes of either DOPC (18:1/18:1; Tm of -18.3 °C) or DMPC (14:0/14:0; Tm of 23 °C) in order to follow the enzyme activity within “artificial” cell free assays. In this system, the superoxide production rates were measured at different arachidonic acid concentrations (Figure 6). For DOPC and DMPC proteoliposomes, we found a similar bell shape pattern of the dose-response curves that plots the enzyme activity vs the AA concentration. Such curves are characteristic of phagocyte NADPH-oxidase activation, indicating that the activation process using the activator molecule, AA, is similar to that of native enzyme (reviewed in [45]). The optimal AA concentration for maximal NADPH oxidase specific activity (≈ 160-170 s⁻¹) was about 650 µM for both types of proteoliposomes and was used in further experiments.

3.5. Temperature dependence of the NADPH oxidase activity in reconstituted proteoliposomes

The temperature dependences of specific NADPH oxidase activity rCytb558 reconstituted in either DOPC-PL or DMPC-PL are shown in Figure 7A. We observed for the proteoliposomes, as for yeast membranes, a superoxide anion production which increases exponentially with temperature. Above 20 °C, the temperature dependence is much more pronounced in DMPC-PLs than in DOPC-PLs.

The Arrhenius plots derived from the temperature dependence of kcat are displayed in Figure 7B. In the whole temperature range covered by our experiments (15–40 °C), in DOPC-PLs, Arrhenius plot of NADPH oxidase activity yielded a linear relationship. Due to the very low Tm (-18.3 °C), DOPC-PLs exhibit a fluid phase throughout the temperature range studied. The apparent Ea deduced from the slope was of 71.7 ± 3.7 kJ.mol⁻¹. This value is close to that obtained with PM. In DMPC-PLs, the Arrhenius plots display a break at the temperature at about 29 ± 2 °C. This break is correlated to the gel-to-liquid lipid transition, except that the presence of rCytb558 might have increased slightly the transition temperature of pure DMPC vesicles (23-24 °C). It is known that membrane proteins may modify the Tm value and may induce an upward shift of the lipid melting point [46, 47]. Above 29 °C, the activation energy was about 77.3 ± 3.3 kJ.mol⁻¹ close to the value obtained in PM, while, below 29 °C, the Ea value of 154 ± 18 kJ.mol⁻¹ was found. Complementation of DMPC-PLs with ergosterol induced a decrease of the temperature dependence as displayed in Figure 8A and in parallel, removed the break of the Arrhenius plot (Figure 8B) and restored an Ea value (96.6 ± 4.6 kJ.mol⁻¹) close to that of PM.
4. Discussion

In spite of the importance of NADPH oxidase in infection defense and inflammation, limited data about its temperature dependence are described. The largest range of temperature dependence of the NADPH oxidase activity was explored in eosinophils [48] and in solubilized preparation of Cyt$b_{558}$ from pig neutrophils [49]. The difficulty arises from the short-lifetime of superoxide anions at high temperature. Most studies of the NADPH oxidase activity have been made at standard temperature (25-30 °C), or at physiological temperature (37 °C). Such studies are convenient to have access to the so-called $Q_{10}$ parameter (used for evaluation of the temperature dependence of a process) as calculated in [48] from different published data. Nevertheless a thorough study of the temperature dependence is required on a physiological temperature range, keeping other parameters constant. The rates that we have collected were plotted in an Arrhenius plot, which yields the activation energy that infers precise thermodynamic information about the process. At the same time, temperature, as well as other factors such as lipid composition, controls the membrane physical state. For this reason, these experiments were also performed with designed lipid membranes. Consequently, our results provide novel information that could not have been obtained using canonical assays on entire cells or membrane fractions.

The main observations are:

1. A relationship between the initial rate of superoxide production and the membrane composition. We demonstrated that the level of sterol modified this rate.

2. The initial rate of superoxide produced by rCyt$b_{558}$ is strongly temperature dependent and increases exponentially with temperature whatever the membrane composition.

3. Linear Arrhenius plots are obtained between 10-40 °C in PM and DOPC-PLs, or in ER and DMPC-PLs supplemented with ergosterol/cholesterol with $E_a$ values ranging from 71 to 96 kJ.mol$^{-1}$. This linearity is consistent with the idea that a single process is rate determining over this temperature range.

4. A break in linearity of Arrhenius plot is observed around 23 °C, 25 °C and 29 °C in ER, in sterol-free PM and in DMPC-PLs, respectively. We consider this behavior to reflect the impact of membrane viscosity on the thermodynamic process of oxidase activity.

Membrane composition effect
Membranes are crucial, since they separate the cytosol from the extracellular or phagosomal environment and also maintain the subcellular organelle characteristics. Phagocyte and non-phagocyte NADPH oxidases are found in various subcellular compartments (plasma membrane, phagosome, ER, mitochondria..) but still little is known about the Cyt$b_{558}$-lipid interactions and the influence of lipids on the superoxide anion production process. The membrane composition was already considered an important factor for NADPH oxidase activity [33, 50]. In a previous work, despite very similar properties of the recombinant Cyt$b_{558}$ expressed at the level of yeast ER and PM (i.e., same $K_m$, same spectra, similar arachidonic acid dependent bell-shape activation curves), a substantially higher NADPH oxidase activity was measured at 25 °C in yeast ER compared to plasma membrane that was suggested to be related to the sterol content [30]. Indeed the different membrane organelles of mammalian and yeast cells are not homogeneous in particular regarding the sterol content [34]. In this work, our results support this idea. Indeed we showed that after cholesterol/ergosterol addition to ER, the NADPH oxidase activity decreased (Table 1). We confirmed this conclusion in artificial cell-free oxidase system, since the NADPH oxidase activity is declined in DMPC-PLs supplemented with cholesterol (190 mol O$_2$ /s/mol Cyt$b_{558}$) and in particular with ergosterol (158 mol O$_2$ /s/mol Cyt$b_{558}$) compared to single-lipid experiments. In contrast ergosterol-free PM using cyclodextrins drastically increased the oxidase activity. The NADPH oxidase activity was influenced by the removal of cholesterol or ergosterol from PM by agents such as MβCD, known to disorganize lipid microdomains (or lipid rafts). We could hypothesize that rCytb558 was localized in these microdomains. Altogether, cholesterol/ergosterol could be considered to be efficient negative regulators of the NADPH oxidase activity. However how sterols lowered the NADPH oxidase activity was not explained. The presence of cholesterol-binding motifs (or “CRAC” for cholesterol recognition/interaction amino acid consensus) adjacent to transmembrane helices of gp91$^{phox}$ and p22$^{phox}$, that we have previously identified [30], allows conceivable interactions between cholesterol and Cyt$b_{558}$ and may explain at the molecular level the sterol sensitivity of the NADPH oxidase activity. However, one might expect that Cyt$b_{558}$ is regulated not only by specific interactions but also, more generally, by bilayer interactions at the macroscopic level. Enzyme activities or protein agglomeration or protein-lipid segregation have been shown to be dependent on bilayer thickness (or hydrophobic mismatch; reviewed in [51, 52]). Indeed ER membrane thicknesses are known to be smaller ($\approx 37$ Å) than those of plasma membranes ($\approx 42$ Å). Based on our data, for rCyt$b_{558}$, smaller bilayer thickness would then correlate with higher oxidase activity. This is in agreement with the higher superoxide production rate
measured with DMPC-PLs than with DOPC-PLs. The hydrocarbon tail of DMPC comprise only single bonds (14 carbons) while DOPC, one of the most typical cell membrane lipids, contain a tail of 18 carbon atoms and one double-bond in the middle. In this respect, the cholesterol increases membrane thickness. Altogether it suggests that the increase of the membrane thickness (by the presence of sterols or long fatty acid) induces a decrease of NADPH oxidase activity.

**Thermal stability of Cytb558**

It has been previously observed that it was not possible to measure the effect of temperature above 25 °C with solubilized Cytb558 preparation due to a loss of the heme moiety. This observation was in fact related to the use of an inappropriate detergent mixture[49]. Here, the stability of solubilized rCytb558 was assessed by following the change in the whole SRCD spectrum and in the magnitude of specific peaks as function of temperature. We showed the thermal stability of DDM-solubilized rCytb558 with increasing temperature, the melting point of the unfolding transition being around 60 °C. The thermal characteristics determined at 195 nm, 210 and 222 nm indicated that the unfolding process of the different secondary structures is concerted and involves principally the helix secondary structures. Thus, in the experimental temperature below 40 °C, the temperature dependencies of oxidase activity measured cannot be related in any case to protein instability.

**Thermal activation of NADPH oxidase activity**

In our experiments, the incubation procedure of the oxidase subunits at different temperatures allows assembly of NADPH oxidase complexes. Thus, since the complexes are already assembled, the rise of superoxide production rate with increasing temperature reflects higher turnover rates. This assumption is comforted by earlier data of NADPH oxidase activity determined by reduction of Cyt c as function of temperature, as described here, showing that the activation and assembly steps are not the limiting step [49, 53]. We have measured the rates of superoxide production by rCytb558 from 10 up to 40 °C (above 40 °C, the kinetics were difficult to determine). However we observed no optimal enzyme activity at body temperature (37 °C) as it was postulated [48]. Exposure of neutrophils to long hyperthermia period was shown to induce transient inhibition of NADPH oxidase (25 % at 40 °C) [54]. But we did not observe any decrease of the activity at 40 °C. Consistently, NADPH oxidase activity inhibition was suggested not to result from heat denaturation of the enzyme but rather from impairment of their membrane assembly [55] imputable to the cytoskeleton [56] and
denaturation of p67phox (> 46 °C) [57]. These results indicate clearly that 37 °C is not a temperature threshold for the NADPH oxidase activity and are compatible with the idea that fever elevates immune reactivity. Our system behaves like a “normal” chemical system whose rate constant increases with the temperature. Thus, in our cell-free system where cellular events are circumvented, the enzyme is activated by increased temperature.

**Thermodynamics of the NADPH oxidase activity**

In the whole temperature range covered by our experiments (10–40 °C), Arrhenius plots with PM yielded linear relationships with the Ea value (ca. 80 kJ mol⁻¹, i.e. 19.5 kcal.mol⁻¹), close to that obtained with membrane fraction of eosinophils (about 25 kcal.mol⁻¹, i.e. 100 kJ mol⁻¹, [48]). This behavior obeys to Arrhenius’ law and can be explained by the homogeneity of the membranes. PM are believed to be in a liquid disordered (Ld) phase. Similar Ea values can be found in all experiments where membranes are in fluid (or liquid disordered) state of lipids (Ld), i.e. in DOPC-PLs and DMPC-PLs above Tm. In ER membranes, above 23 °C, the activation energy is of similar magnitude, but surprisingly below 23 °C, the data points diverged from the linear function defined by the other data points leading to a very high Ea value (166 kJ mol⁻¹). Such high activation energy is also found in DMPC-PLs below Tc where lipids are in their gel phase (Lβ) suggesting that the superoxide production is rate-limited by the same event.

Although the observation for ER membranes was unexpected, our data suggest that yeast ER membranes with rCytb558 undergo lipid transition around 23°C. More importantly we showed that the NADPH oxidase is sensitive to gel-to-fluid transition that can regulate the energetic parameter of the oxidase activity. This suggests that oxidase functioning depends little on specific lipid-protein interactions but rather on the membrane properties including thickness and fluidity (see scheme 1). The change of Ea of NADPH oxidase activity upon the membrane state indicates that rCytb558 needs a relatively fluid environment (i. e. Ld) to optimally perform intramolecular electron transfer from FADH₂ to oxygen. This might explain the lower activity measured in B cells compared to neutrophils and which was attributed to a blockage of the protein in an inactive state due to the lipid environment [58].

Fluctuations in lipid composition that determine the bilayer properties, and consequently the energetics of the NADPH oxidase activity can occur during cell signaling events of the immune response among the different membrane compartments. Bilayer phase transitions can introduce a protein segregation behavior leading to membrane proteins aggregation below the
transition temperature [59-62], which leads to an even higher increase of the local viscosity. It was established that protein-protein contacts become the major phenomenon below the phase transition temperature. Close spatial relationship or direct interactions were demonstrated to exist between the Cyt$b_{SSS}$ and other membrane proteins located in the redox signaling rafts [32]. Whatever the protein-protein contacts, either between oxidases and other membrane proteins (receptors, enzymes, channels…) or between oxidases themselves, these interactions may influence the thermodynamics of the superoxide generation process. The dependence of the arrangement of Cyt$b_{SSS}$ within the lipid bilayer is interesting regarding its enzymatic specificity. In addition to immobilization of the hydrocarbon chains of the oxidase, electrostatic effects due to the interactions between some charged residues can intervene. Structural data at low resolution on the protein organization within the membrane will probably contribute to a better understanding of these phenomena.

5. Conclusion

Increased temperature kills microorganisms and facilitates the immune response. We showed that the key element of an enhanced production of reactive species by the NADPH oxidase seemed to be related to the membrane fluidity and thickness. In addition, temperature controls, together with other factors such as lipid composition, the membrane phase transition. Therefore we inspected how lipid membrane properties might contribute to the NADPH oxidase activity that may occur in immune response or inflammatory events. We used a NADPH oxidase model system free from the signaling pathways complexity. We showed that high temperature enhances production rates of superoxide anions. Our in vitro results show that membrane physicochemical properties control the oxidase activity.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Temperature dependence (A) and Arrhenius plots (B) of NADPH oxidase activity in yeast plasma and endoplasmic reticulum membranes expressing recombinant rCyt$b_{558}$. The superoxide production was measured spectrophotometrically by the rate of cytochrome c reduction at 550 nm as described in the materials and methods section. In the reaction mixture, plasma (●) or endoplasmic reticulum (■) membranes were incubated 5 min in the presence of recombinant cytosolic proteins and the optimal concentration of cis arachidonic acid at different temperature. All results in this figure are presented as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=3).

Figure 2. A. Temperature dependence of NADPH oxidase activity in endoplasmic reticulum membranes supplemented with ergosterol (●) or cholesterol (♦). The superoxide production was measured spectrophotometrically by the rate of cytochrome c reduction at 550 nm as described in Figure 1. In the reaction mixture, endoplasmic reticulum membranes was incubated with ergosterol or cholesterol (20 µM) during 5 min in the presence of recombinant cytosolic proteins and the optimal concentration of cis arachidonic acid at the different temperatures. The ratio [sterol]/[protein] was kept equal to 0.45 (w/w). B. Corresponding Arrhenius plots of NADPH oxidase activity in endoplasmic reticulum membrane supplemented with ergosterol or cholesterol (20 µM). All results in this figure are presented as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=3).

Figure 3: Temperature dependence (A) and Arrhenius plots (B) of NADPH oxidase activity in plasma membranes expressing recombinant rCyt$b_{558}$ before (●) and after treatment with MβCD (♦; 20 mM). The superoxide production was kinetically determined by following the rate of cytochrome c reduction spectrophotometrically at 550 nm as described in the Figure 1. All results in this figure are presented as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=3).
Figure 4: SRCD spectra of rCyt$b_{558}$ as function of temperature. The protein concentration was 2.44 mg/ml. Data were collected between 20 °C and 90 °C at 5-deg increments.

Figure 5: Analysis of SRCD spectra of rCyt$b_{558}$ as function of temperature. A. Temperature dependence of the secondary structures: $\alpha$-helixes (●), $\beta$-sheets (■) and unordered secondary structures (●) contents were obtained by analyses of CD data using SELCON 3 algorithm. The lines correspond to sigmoid fits. B. Van’t Hoff analysis: at 222 (●), 210 (■) and 195 (●) nm. The enthalpy value is deduced from the slope of the linear regression.

Figure 6: Arachidonic acid dependence of NADPH-oxidase activity of DOPC and DMPC proteoliposomes. Activity assays were performed in cell free system with (A) DOPC-PL and (B) DMPC-PLs containing rCyt$b_{558}$ (1 pmol) with a protein/lipid ratio equal to 1/5 incubated 5 min in the presence of recombinant cytosolic proteins (200 nM of each protein) and different concentration of arachidonic acid at 25 °C. The NADPH oxidase velocity initiated with the addition of 500 µM NADPH was calculated by spectrophotometric measurement of the reduction of Cyt$c$ (50 µM) at 550 nm. All results in this figure are presented as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=3). The dashed lines correspond to visual fits.

Figure 7: Temperature dependence (A) and Arrhenius plots (B) of NADPH oxidase activity in DOPC (●) and DMPC (■) liposomes reconstituted with recombinant rCyt$b_{558}$. The superoxide production was measured spectrophotometrically by the rate of cytochrome c reduction at 550 nm as described in fig 1. In the reaction mixture, PLs were incubated 5 min in the presence of recombinant cytosolic proteins and the optimal concentration of $cis$-arachidonic acid (650 µM) at different temperature. All results in this figure are presented as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=3).

Figure 8: Temperature dependence (A) and Arrhenius plots (B) of NADPH oxidase activity in DMPC liposomes reconstituted with recombinant rCyt$b_{558}$ supplemented with ergosterol. The superoxide production was measured spectrophotometrically by the rate of cytochrome c reduction at
550 nm as described in fig 1. In the reaction mixture, PL with a protein/lipid ratio equal to 1/5 (square) were incubated with ergosterol (20 µM) 5 min in the presence of recombinant cytosolic proteins and the optimal concentration of cis arachidonic acid (650 µM) at different temperature. All results in this figure are presented as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=3).

**Figure S1: Structures of cholesterol and ergosterol**

**Scheme 1: Correlation observed between the bilayer phases and the NADPH oxidase activity.** The phase transition between the fluid (L_d) to the gel (L_β) phase occurs at a specific temperature called melting temperature (T_m). The L_d phase is characterized by disordered acyl chains and a thinner bilayer than that the L_β phase where acyl chains are tightly packed. The presence of cholesterol (yellow) creates a new phase (L_o) which shares the characteristics of both L_d and L_β phases. Indeed the insertion of the cholesterol in a gel phase destabilizes the lateral organization but, in a fluid phase, favors the stretching of acyl chains and their trans-chain conformation. Accordingly, the lateral and rotational diffusion in phase L_o is close to those measured in liquid phase, but the lipid order is there close of that of an ordered solid phase. As a result, cholesterol modifies membrane thickness of the fluid phase. The thickness in L_d and L_o bilayer constitute limiting steps to O_2^- production by Cytb_558 and the membrane rigidity increases the energy necessary for NADPH oxidase activity. In sterol depleted membrane, or in bilayer of smaller tail length, the superoxide production is increased possibly by unveiling interacting regions with cytosolic proteins. Scheme adapted from [63].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>O$_2^-$ production rate (30 °C)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Ea (kJ.mol$^{-1}$)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(mol O$_2^-$/s/mol Cytb$^{558}$) ±10 %</td>
<td><strong>T &lt; Tm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoplasmic reticulum (ER)</td>
<td>190.5</td>
<td>166 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER + ergosterol</td>
<td>137.8</td>
<td>88.8 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER + cholesterol</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>76.3 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma Membrane (PM)</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>81.7 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmb + M-β-CD</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>220.8 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC-PL</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>71.7 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPC-PL</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>145 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPC-PL + ergosterol</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>96.6 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPC-PL + cholesterol</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.d.: not determined
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(A) Arachidonic acid (µM) vs. mol O$_2$/$s$/mol cytb.

(B) Arachidonic acid (µM) vs. mol O$_2$/$s$/mol cytb.
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A) Temperature (°C) vs. NADPH oxidase activity (mol O₂/s/mol Cytb₅₅₈).

B) Plot of Ln(κcat) vs. 10⁻³/T (K⁻¹)
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